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PROGRESSIVE BLOCK DISTRIBUTOR  

BVA-N 
 
 
APPLICATION 
The BVA-N progressive block distributors are lubricating elements of central grease and oil 
lubricating systems. BVA-N series is made of stainless steel AISI 303 (1.4305). 
They are recommended to use in even higher range of lubrication circuits, i.e. even for 
circuits with several dozens of lubricated points. They are usually applied for permanent 
regular lubrication of various machines, machine technologies and equipment, especially in 
food and beverage industry, breweries, chemical industry etc. 
The BVA-N progressive distributors are block distributors with uniform nominal weight of 
lubricant of 0.2 cm3/stroke and outlet. The maximum operation pressure is 350 bar. 
 

DESCRIPTION 
The BVA-N progressive block distributor is a compact lubricating element formed by a body 
with fitted-in working pistons. Each working piston is provided with 2 outlet holes. Opposite 
outlets belonging to one piston can be joined inside the distributor body into one outlet by 
unscrewing the distribution screw and stopping one of the opposite outlets with a plug. With 
this adjustment, you achieve double feeding amount at the second of the opposite outlets. 
The outlets situated next to each other can further be connected by external connecting 
bridges, thus achieving sums of nominal doses of the connected outlets. 
The lubricant ejected by the respective working piston comes out thought the outlet located 
at the preceding working piston in the direction towards the distributor inlet. Only in the first 
piston (at the distributor inlet) is the lubricant from the right side of the piston fed to the left 
outlet located at the last piston, and the lubricant from the left side of the piston is fed to the 
right outlet at the last piston. 
The progressive distributor can be equipped with operation signalling, namely visual 
(signalling pin) or electric (contactless switch), normally placed at the outlet no. 4. 
 

OPERATION 
By taking the force-feed lubricant to the progressive distributor inlet, the individual pistons in 
the body are gradually shifted to their stop positions and at the same time the lubricant 
located under the pistons is forced out the outlets. This function is repeated for as long as the 
lubricant is fed to the progressive distributor. The progressive distributor equipped with 
electric signalling of operation has the relevant piston fitted with a pin that moves together 
with the piston and provides contactless switching of the electric control circuit. When 
designing a lubrication circuit, it is recommended that the outlets of one distributor be 
connected to lubricated points with similar back-pressures to ensure minimum fluctuation of 
the nominal dose. 
 

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE 
The BVA progressive distributor is mounted to a flat surface with the piston in horizontal 
position. After fixing the distributor to the designated place, air-free feeding piping is attached 
and the lubricant is fed through the distributor. If the lubricant ejects from the distributor 
outlets regularly and without air bubbles, the outlets are closed by attaching them to the 
outlet pipes. If the lubrication circuit is branched, each branch pipe has to be de-aerated in a 
similar way. It is necessary to keep the pipes clean during the assembly, i.e. to rid the pipes 
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of burrs and other impurities. With permanent operation, it is recommended to check the 
tightness of the lubrication circuit and connection to progressive distributors once a month. 
To ensure long lifetime of the progressive distributor, it is recommended to include in the 
lubrication circuit a flow-through grease filter with a replaceable strainer screen (type 
FLT 150). 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 

Maximum working pressure 350 bar 

Operation pressure 250 bar 

Max. differential pressure between 2 outlets 100 bar 

Nominal feed rate  0.2 cm3/stroke/outlet 

Minimum number of outlets  2 (when using a connecting bridge) 

Maximum number of outlets 12 

Inlet threaded joint M10x1, for tube dia. 6 mm 

Outlet threaded joint M10x1, for tube dia. 4, 6 mm 

Nominal voltage of the contactless switch 10 - 34V DC, 200mA 

Lubricant                                         grease max. NLGI-2 

                                                        oil min. 50 mm2/sec. 

Working environment temperature -25 to 80°C 

Weight BVA-N 3 0.80 kg 

 BVA-N 4 1.00 kg 

 BVA-N 5 1.24 kg 

 BVA-N 6 1.50 kg 

 

TYPE IDENTIFICATION KEY 
 

BVA-N x 
 

x - number of working pistons 
- e.g. BVA-N 5 - 5 working pistons (max. 10 outlets), no signalling 

 

BVA-N xV 
 

x - number of working pistons 
V - visual signalling (signalling pin) 

- e.g. BVA-N 5V - 5 working pistons (max. 10 outlets), visual signalling 

 

BVA-N xPC 
 

x - number of working pistons 
PC - electric signalling (contactless switch) for a connector 

- e.g. BVA-N 5PC - 5 working pistons (max. 10 outlets), electric signalling 
 












